On the Night Bus

Sophie Hamacher

In 2015, while in residency at Union Docs, a centre for documentary arts in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, I collaborated with Sarah Stein Kerr and Tessa Rex on the lyrical short film Night Bus, which captures the experience of New York City workers traveling by bus throughout the night.

We began working on the film in February, in what felt like the darkest and coldest time of the year. Without knowing much about the Metropolitan Transportation Authority transit lines, we began our journey at the Williamsburg bus plaza. As a central locus, this became a meeting place of different trajectories, a starting point for understanding the nocturnal public flowing from Jamaica, Queens to Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, and the place where we began and ended our circuit. We were interested in exploring the space as what one in German calls a Stelle—at once an intersection, a spatial nodal point, and a public space through which travelers pass. Soon, however, our attention turned from the spaces we traversed to the characters passing through them.

Eight bus lines begin and end at the plaza. We spent weeks on all of them, filming at all hours of the night, alongside commuters returning home from a long shift, as others boarded the bus just beginning their journey. We wanted to address the questions: Who commutes between dusk and dawn? Who sleeps in the 24-hour economy?

In April 2015, the Washington Post published an article with the title “The Richer You Are, the Better You Sleep,” following a report published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in which they found that the relationship between income and sleep is intricately linked.1 Many low-income Americans hold two or three jobs just to pay the bills, and as a result sleep very little and often spend a lot of time commuting.

Between May and November of 2008, the MTA collected surveys to shed light on the demographics of New York’s transit riders. By examining the income of city residents who ride buses and subways, they discovered that the median household income for subway-only riders was not much different than the NYC median household income. However, the median household income for bus–only riders was considerably lower.2 In 2013, the New Yorker created an interactive infographic about inequality and the subway, using data from the U.S. Census Bureau to chart shifts in median income along various subway lines, but no such infographic for the busing system exists.3 In our excursions to the edges of the city, this income distribution became more discernible as we approached the outer reaches of each route. While stops interlinking various transportation modes were busier, even during the late hours of the night, more remote stops were less connected and the neighbourhood residences reflected poverty. The farther out we went, and the less connected we were to forms of transportation other than buses, the more impoverished the neighbourhoods became.

While filming, we began to see differences and similarities between distinctive bus lines. The demographics also changed according to the time of night: if we rode in the early evening, right after sunset, or if we waited to ride in the middle of the night, or woke up before the crack of dawn. We soon dropped our initial idea of choosing one bus line to document. Instead the experience of the ride itself was paramount, and the people
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